Singular 
I.
]NTRODtlCTION.
The motion of a body in a steady flow of an incompressiblE, viscous and mau.etizeo fluid is gover,ed by a set of nonlinear equations known as magnetohydrodynamic (MND) equations. Exact solutions for these equations [3,4.] . matched asymptotic expan_ions, and integral eouation techniques [2] .
A method of singularities has been developed recently to solve various boundary value preblems in matenoical Fhysics dispi.es such as potential theory, scattering thecry [5] , h,rodynami(. [6.7] , en elasticity [8] . Our aim n this paper is to extend this metho to solve some boundary value ,roblems i MD. using Oseen's appro:<:ration of the V, HD equatlon.. In Section 2 we present the mathl,,atical formu'dtion of the Eo:uations oi the basis of this aPF, Yf.,ximation. In Sectiop [7] . The hue to the symmetry property this singularity contributes neither a net force nor a r,omentum to the surrounding medium.
Another sir.oularity which is useful in the present study i [6, 7] , by putting k. O.
Secondly, the system associated with the root R is while the second order tern appears to be new. 
